
European perspective of mountain biking in British Columbia 

British Columbia (BC) is renowned as the birthplace of freeriding and has as such always been a 

mountain bike Mecca for avid mountain bikers from all over the world. From early beginnings till now, 

BC has managed to develop and refine mountain biking tourism and with the development of new trail 

systems, bike parks, popular events and excellence in marketing and branding remained one of the most 

desired destinations.  

Even though mountain biking in Europe was not well developed in the past, its popularity has 

significantly grown in the last decade and along with it also the development of riding places as well as 

mountain biking tourism products. All these factors affect the perspective of European mountain bikers 

on BC. So, in order to understand the European perspective of mountain biking in BC, we must first 

understand the current situation and developments in Europe.  

The main hurdle of European mountain biking tourism products was – and in many destinations still is – 

the misperception that mountain bikers, especially gravity oriented are extreme. As a result, the trails 

were also built in a manner best described by Johnathon Allen from Adventure Journal as “Build it for the 

pros and let the masses hit it and see if they can survive.” As a consequence of such approach, many 

destinations in Europe never managed to attract mainstream mountain bikers and mountain biking 

tourism remained a small niche. 

Even though the initial developments were placed mainly in ski resorts and many European countries 

have only a few authorized mountain biking trails, Europe managed to develop some of the most 

popular mountain biking destinations, weather they are located in the Alps, the Czech Republic, Spain, 

Scotland or in a growing number of other destinations. 

Unlike in Scotland, or some parts of Switzerland, the access to single-trails and paths as well as the 

number of authorized trails is limited due to the legislation and land ownership, which is in most cases 

not enforced, however it prevents marketing and tourism engagement. An interesting initiative to tackle 

this hurdle has been developed in a small farm community in Slovenia, where a passionate mountain 

biker bought a farm and started farming in order to persuade the neighboring farmers easier to let him 

develop single-trails. Even though farming on most of the neighboring farms was far from profitable or 

sustainable and for many it is almost degraded to a hobby, farmers in the beginning were reluctant to 

join the initiative, where farmers could become trail builders, host riders for fresh milk and cheese and 

find a new way to live with their land. Now, 7 farms have founded a corporation and together offer great 

single-trail experiences for mountain bikers, boosting their still very active farming businesses to a new 

level. One farm already generates 1000 nights on annual level with only 10 beds, thanks to the visiting 

mountain bikers. For the near future, farmers even plan on buying new farming machinery, funded by 

the extra income that their single-trail network generates for them. Mountain biking became the new 

farming! 

With the growing number of European destinations that have developed quality tourism products and 

the strong domestic mountain biking industry that supports the development of sport and community, 

European mountain bikers have a variety of quality mountain biking destinations in a close proximity to 



choose from when thinking about their mountain biking holidays. But how has this affected the 

perspective of European mountain biking community on BC? 

In order to obtain the answer to this question we need to take a look from a wider perspective. When 

analyzing the European perspective on mountain biking in BC, we have to divide this perspective into 

two parts – Whistler Bike Park and the rest of the riding outside it. The fact is that the first thing that 

comes across in the minds of European mountain bikers when thinking about BC is still Whistler Bike 

Park. No other place has a stronger influence on the industry, or is such an attraction for mountain bikers 

from all over the world, including Europe. If you mention Whistler to a passionate mountain biker, it 

does not matter where they live; they all get a dreamy look in their eyes. A- Line became a synonym and 

a branded riding experience, even though many that share that opinion have not experienced the real A- 

line yet. Even though Whistler Bike Park with its 3 lifts is relatively small in comparison to some European 

mountain biking destinations such as for example Portes du Soleil with 24 lifts, it provides a better riding 

experience due to the outstanding trail quality, innovative trail designs, good maintenance and fast 

progression that trails enable. However, even if Europe boasts with some of the world’s famous trail 

centers and bike parks with extensive trail networks, the majority of riding experience has a quality 

problem. Along with the trail quality and experience, which is the most important factor in the process of 

destination selection, there are other strengths that Whistler Bike Park has over the European 

competition, starting with the passionate local community, vibrant resort life, numerous events and 

superb marketing, to name only a few. If Europe has invented Après–ski, then Whistler is the home of 

Après–bike. While some European bike parks manage to attract quite some mountain bikers, the local 

community is rarely as vibrant as the one in Whistler and in the evening the resorts become ghost towns, 

with very dull atmosphere. Furthermore, mountain bikers are still not appreciated in some resorts, even 

though they have bike parks and they create an important share of summer income. On the contrary in 

Whistler, mountain bikers perfectly fit in the local community, which is one of the main reasons why 

some of European mountain bikers are returning there, even though there are many other bike parks 

with an adequate quality of trails also available in Europe.  

Another strength is marketing excellence which does not stop when mountain bikers arrive to Whistler, 

but engages them through a joyful selling experience also once they are in the village itself. Effective 

marketing, communications and branding that are self-evident in Whistler, are on the other side not so 

common in most of European resorts, mainly for the reason that the management in these parks does 

not know much about the segment of mountain bikers, their needs and expectations and does not speak 

their language. It is still not uncommon for European mountain bike destinations to run a 20-year-old 

photo of a biker and think they are cool, they are like: We’re extreme now. We’re extreme sports. “With 

engaging communication that include international events, based on strong brand management and 

conveyed through selected communication channels, including most reputable media, the park's brand 

reinforces its image and empowers credibility. As previously mentioned, the A-line became a brand for 

itself and represents a certain trail experience and is as such also a synonym for this type of riding in 

Europe. As a consequence, there are many European mountain bikers who dream only about riding the 

A-line, and once they get this opportunity they will ride it for two weeks straight. Another benchmark is 

Crankworx which also became a brand on its own and is another source of credibility not only for the 



Bike Park but also for the whole BC. Inclusions in movies, regular appearance of mountain biking stars, 

etc., are also fueling the experience to the next level and give the visitors the feeling that they 

themselves are part of one of their favorite mountain bike movies. 

We should not forget that the costs of a trip to Whistler Bike Park have significantly increased in the last 

decade, especially during the recession, and that is why it is not unlikely that mountain bikers are asking 

themselves if Whistler is worth the big premium over a European mountain biking destination. After 

their return, most of them will answer on this question with »Life changing«, »Its Disneyland on bikes«, 

etc., even though such a trip would be three times as expensive as visiting a European destination.  

At this point we should also not forget other bike parks in BC. In Europe, mountain bikers are aware of 

them, however their main hurdle is the superiority of Whistler Bike Park and their geographical location. 

Usually, gravity European mountain bikers visiting BC dream about visiting several bike parks in BC, 

however when they arrive to Whistler and hit the park, many of them decide to stay in Whistler for the 

entire duration of their holidays, especially when they consider long distances to other bike parks and 

costs connected with them. A BC Bike Parks initiative has been very appreciated in this manner; however 

it did not attract many European mountain bikers. On the contrary, Coast Gravity Park has become much 

desired among the European gravity-oriented mountain biking community due to its effective 

communication endorsed by some of the best and most creative riders. Even though it became a desired 

destination, many Europeans will still prefer Whistler due to easier access and an extensive list of 

additional amnesties available there. While whistler offers full package, it seems that other bike parks in 

BC cope with the fact that they are much smaller and there are less additional amnesties to offer. 

A mountain biking holiday in BC, as mentioned, immediately conjures up images of the world-famous 

bike park, but there is so much more to ride in British Columbia than that. Among some Europeans trails, 

the ones outside the bike park in Whistler have lost some of popularity as some of the signature trails 

there are not in perfect shape and riders rather visit Squamish, which offers fresh trails and a different 

riding experience based on a smaller community of outdoor enthusiasts and the fact that it is home to 

some mountain biking superstars such as for example Brandon Semenouk. It is also important to 

mention that some Europeans are disappointed when leaving from Whistler to some other mountain 

biking destination in BC, as they find it difficult to change the environment from a vivid resort to a small 

and quiet community. 

While the notorious North Shore may lose some of its attractiveness due to the shift in riding trends, 

mountain bikers from Europe have learned about several other regions in BC, which have raised 

awareness through marketing efforts and media exposure and specially through events such as the BC 

Bike Race, which revealed the rarely known beauty of the nature and trails to the European mountain 

biking community. Even though Europe has to offer a variety of extensive trail systems, where some of 

them exceed 200 km of mountain bike specific trails, BC is still appealing to the European mountain 

biking community due to the unique experience provided by vast wilderness, diverse landscape, float 

planes, big mountains and hundreds of kilometers of premium trails. As quality and diverse trails are also 

becoming common in Europe and as Scotland as well as BC claims the diversity of the terrain, stories 

based on rich heritage and culture connected with first nations have never been as important as now. 



Even though the BC has to offer a variety of trails for different riding types and skills, Europeans still 

perceive it mainly as a destination with trails for advanced riders, most likely due to the fact that 

freeriding was born in BC. This image is further empowered by the image of the Whistler Bike Park and 

events such as Crankworx. Furthermore, in order to experience a real diversity of landscape and trails, 

one must travel long distances due to the vast size of BC, which on one hand provides an opportunity for 

new experiences such as for example flying with float planes, but is on the other hand not so common 

for Europeans and is connected with additional costs. Due to the fragmentation of mountain biking 

destinations, mountain bikers also need to stay in the province longer in order to experience the whole 

package, however on the other hand it provides enough attractions for additional visits. And most of the 

people from Europe that I know and have been biking in BC have returned at least once.  

The emerging trend is also travelling from Europe to BC in organized groups, usually lead by specialized 

agencies that provide the whole package. This type of travelling is specially suitable for enduro and trail 

riders that are, in comparison to gravity-oriented riders, a bit older and more affluent and do not want to 

bother with all the details connected with such a trip, especially when it contains multiple destinations. 

Anyway, there is also an increasing number of European agencies that provide riding in Whistler Bike 

Park. 

In many European mountain biking destinations, stakeholders are still not cooperating on a larger scale 

or in a consortium, which limits the available resources for the development and maintenance of trails as 

well as their marketing activities. Anyway, there are some promising initiatives such as the Joker Card in 

Saalbach Hinterglem that provides a free bike park access along with many other summer activities to all 

guests of accommodation providers that are part of this partnership program. Another interesting form 

of cooperation is the Gravity Card Consortium which is based on the concept of BC Bike Parks, but is 

extended in a way that it enables mountain bikers to ride 12 bike parks with this special season pass. 

Even after taking a wider perspective, it is still difficult to propose an objective perspective of the 

European mountain biking community on BC, especially due to the fact that European mountain bikers 

are not a homogenous group and differ in the preferred riding type, culture and buying power. Anyway, I 

can conclude BC has managed to evolve into a mature mountain biking destination where the main 

attraction that draws Europeans to BC is still Whistler Bike Park which continues with its superiority. 

Even though its concept has also been copied many times in Europe and with the help of Whistler based 

contractors such as for example Gravity Logic, European bike parks are still not providing the experience 

at the same level, especially due to the fact that they do not have an as passionate community as 

Whistler’s. 

As the old interpretation of freeride has shifted towards enduro, the once notorious North Shore has lost 

some of its appeal among Europeans, enduro being as popular as ever, however this creates an 

opportunity for other BC destinations that combine large trail systems renown by its innovativeness, 

quality and outstanding scenery into a unique experience. A combination of the Whistler bike park 

experience and trail riding outside the bike park in Whistler, Squamish and Pemberton is consequently a 

desirable option for European mountain bikers. At this point it is important to tell that there are many 

outstanding mountain biking destinations suited to that riding style in Europe that provides a quality 



riding experience on diverse trail networks dedicated solely to mountain bikers, which are usually placed 

in an outstanding nature. In order to attract that type of mountain bikers and convince them to spend 

more for visiting BC than if they would by visiting European destinations, BC relies on historical and 

natural characteristics that are unique only for BC and especially on innovative and quality trail 

networks. However, in comparison to some European destinations such as Scotland that dispose with 

large resources including funds from the European Union, a provincial brand that unites mountain biking 

experience in BC is still lacking awareness in Europe. Even though many BC mountain biking destinations 

are regularly depicted in all major mountain biking specific media and a Mountain Biking BC brand exists, 

these destinations are usually portrayed and positioned on an individual level of experience rather than 

as a part of the BC mountain biking experience. A very good initiative to tackle the fragmentation of 

riding places in BC is the website Mountainbikingbc.com, launched by MBTA, where visitors could get in 

depth information about all major riding spots in BC at one place, however such approach is also needed 

in other fields in order to make it easier for Europeans to plan a more extensive mountain biking trip to 

BC. 

As the biggest competitive advantage of BC in comparison to European mountain biking destinations I 

have not recognized innovative and quality trails or unique nature, but the passion for mountain biking 

among locals in BC is evident on every step, whether it goes for trail building, guiding or marketing 

activities. Not only passionate locals make mountain bikers feel welcome and at home but I dare to 

conclude they are the main power behind the development of mountain biking tourism in BC as in order 

to know mountain biking, the person must be an enthusiast. To become an enthusiast it involves a 

lifetime commitment. ”This is where BC and the European mountain biking tourism differ most and is 

one of the main reasons why BC remains to attract European mountain bikers.  
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